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Now you can charge your smartphone or laptop in no time, while conveniently using your devices while charging. The Mcdodo Firefox
cable features a 90° curved connector and is very durable - it will serve you well for a long time. It also provides up to 65 W of power,
making it perfect for a variety of devices - even laptops.
 
Something for gamers and more
If you often use your smartphone while charging, the Firefox cable will be an excellent choice. Its thin, only 5-millimeter connector curved
at a 90° angle does not protrude and does not interfere with comfortable use of the device - so you can comfortably play mobile games
or watch TV series. The product is also distinguished by a modern, stylish design - transparent elements and soft backlighting give it a
remarkable character.
 
Fast charging
Forget about the long wait until your device is ready to use. The Firefox cable supports PD 65W fast charging (in combination with the
right charger), so it can charge your smartphone, tablet, Nintendo Switch console or even laptop in no time.
 
Rugged construction
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Mcdodo  Firefox  is  a  durable  flat  cable  that  stands  out  for  its  impressive  resistance  to  bending,  tearing  and  other  types  of  damage.
High-quality PVC plastic was used for its construction, which ensures its durability and prevents it from tangling. In addition, copper wires
guarantee more stable performance, greater resistance to interference and faster charging.
 
Transfer files in no time
Do you often transfer photos or videos between devices? The Firefox cable will come in handy for that too! It can provide transmission
speeds  of  up  to  480  Mbps,  so  you  can  copy  all  the  necessary  files  very  quickly.  You  don't  have  to  waste  time  on  prolonged  waiting
anymore!
 
Brand
Mcdodo
Model
CA-3452
Color
Blue
Type
USB-C to USB-C
Power
Up to 65 W
Current
Up to 3.25 A
Material
PVC
Length
1.2 m

Preço:

Antes: € 6.0024

Agora: € 5.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB do USB-C
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